We compare predictions of weak current models for p'p-production initiated by v and 5 with experimental x, y, p and v distributions of the muon associated with the incident neutrino.
INTRODUCTION
The production and subsequent weak decay of hadrons with new quantum numbers is the most promising explanation of dimuon production by neutrinos and antineutrinos. 12 From the production characteristics of /A'P-events, it should therefore be possible to deduce information about the structure of weak current couplings to new quarks.
The original charm quark scheme, 3 which introduces one new quark c in addition to the (p, n,h) triplet, leads to definite predictions for p'p-distributions4-given our knowledge of deep inelastic scattering.
The degree of success of these predictions can now be evaluated. Furthermore, recent theoretical speculations about the nature of the weak current have centered on a vector-like theory. 596,798
This involves the introduction of three generic-charm quarks (c, t, b) = (charm, top, bottom)' with charges (2/3, 213, -l/3) and V + A currents. If the new quarks have low enough masses to take part in weak production at present accelerator energies, then the dimuon data offer an excellent means to distinguish between competing theories.
Our purpose here is to compare observed F+/A-production characteristics with expectations from various charm current models, to see which models are favoured by experiment. We observe that the experimental x, y, and v distributions, of the muon associated with the incident neutrino, are best described by
(1) valence quark production by v , with a y-dependence that is somewhat suggestive of (1 -Y)~, and (2) sea quark production by 7.
We find the 4-quark GIM charm model3 provides a reasonable description of the dimuon data, within the present experimental uncertainties, butthere are -3-indications of possible disagreement with the vN data. In the GIM model, vN charm production comes from valence and sea partons in roughly equal proportions, with a constant y-dependence.
5,6,7,8,10,11 A V + A charm-changing current leads to better agreement with vN dimuon data, by enhancing the valence con-* tribution, and by yielding a dominant (1 -Y)~ dependence. However, the P+,udistributions do not appear to ha,ve the production characteristics expected for the b-type quark of vectorlike weak current theories. 5,698
Since each weak current model predicts a charm production rate, and the experimental dimuon rate is measured, a mean branching ratio B = F(charm -. /J + anything)/I'(charm -all)
for muonic decay of charmed hadrons is implied in each case. We assume that the mean muonic branching ratio does not differ strongly between the various charmed particles produced in different kinematic regions, and therefore does not bias the x-or y-distributions. For the GIM model a muonic branching ratio of order 10% is needed; with V + A currents a smaller value M 5% is required.
KINEMATIC VARIABLES
The distributions of the "fastl' ,x-@+), associated with the incident v (F),
can be compared directly with weak current models. The relevant variables
where the energies in the target nucleon rest frame are E (incident neutrino), E' (fast muon), E" (muon from decay), EV, (neutrino from decay) and EH (final hadrons). The variables p and v are formally equivalent to x and y, but the X-and y-distributions are easier to interpret, being more simply related to the essential features of theoretical models.
In practice E is never well determined (even with narrow-band neutrino beams the resolution is poor and experimenters prefer to rely on the ,visible energy in the final state2). Since Ev, is unobserved, x and y cannot strictly be measured in dimuon events. As alternatives, the variables EVIS-E ' E" +E H yv1s = EVIS = E' + E" + EH (5) xvIs = V/YVIS are used. They are bounded by
and reduce to y and x when EV,/(En+EH) << 1 .
In practice we expect xWs and yvIs distributions to approximate the true x and y distributions (see next section).
- when averaged over the quadrupole triplet spectrum1 (see Table 1 for details).
No trimuon events were observed, even though detection efficiencies for trimuons and dimuons were comparable.
(ii) The signature of v-induced p',u-events is identified as p+ > p-from a run with a dominant v-flux. This allows a separation of v and F initiated events.
(iii)
The ratio of w to v-induced ,u'r-(-events is (10) -6-based on (iv) In v -induced p'p-events the average value of x;Is is the same as the average value of x -in single muon events. 12 < xvIs 'w N < x >P N 0.23 .
For ?-initiated events < xs. VIS >pp is substantially smaller than <x+>: lJ + L< x+> < xvIs~p/.&~ 4 = 0.06 . c1 (11) No dimuon events were observed for 0.8 5 yvIs 5 1 (see Fig. 1 ).
The y-values calculated with the assumption Eyr -E'* also have Y 5 0.8 for all e,vents. The deficiency at large -y could be due to -7-poor experimental efficiency there or to a dynamical suppression, i. e.
da/dy N (1 -Y)~. In either case one also expects a depletion of events at small p, as seems to be the case (see Fig. 2 ).
(vii) From the experimental distributions of the minimum total mass W recoiling against the fast muon, the lower limits on the threshold for dimuon production are The total observed energy EVIS = E1 + Et1 + EH is close to the mean average energy of all v K-events, indicating that the unobserved final state neutrino carries only a small fraction of the available energy.
The ,u+/.J-threshold could be as high as Wth = 10 GeV, but this large value may be due to the experimental requirement that both muons penetrated the magnet.
The average properties of the CITF dimuon events are thus compatible '
with the higher-statistics HPWF results.
-8-In our analysis, we shall make the approximate identification XVIS = x, yvIs = y (14) suggested by experimental properties (v) and (iii').
Even with a more conservative approach in which the identification in Eq. (14) is not employed, we find that relative comparisons of the vN and FN xVIs and yVIs distributions provide valuable information onweak current models.
The HPWF and CITF results show clearly that vN (VN) p",u-events generally obey the criterion p-> p, (p, > p-). If a small fraction of events do not follow this criterion, they would be misassigned; however, after examining the data event by event, it appears that the slower muons are almost always below 20 GeV, and that misassigned events are unlikely to be biassing the x-or y-distributions dramatically.
The FN ,u+p-events come fromexperimental runs involving three different incident flux spectra. We investigated the sensitivity of the calculations to the detailed c spectral mixing. The x-distribution calculations were insensitive to the mixing and the y-distribution calculations were only slightly changed by reasonable variations in the mixing.
QUARK PARTON MODEL FRAMEWORK
The x and y distributions of single muon events 12 are well described by the standard 3-quark parton model, for energies E < 30 GeV. The parton distributions have been determined 13 from the HPWF neutrino data, with a valence-sea separation
-9 -NSEAtX) = F(X) + n(X) = 2h (X) = 2x (X) . (16) Here p(x), n(x), h(x), etc. are the usual probability distributions for p, n, h-type quarks in a proton target. The average x-values for the valence and sea components were found to be < %AL > = 0.25
The single-muon data constrain the ratio of integrated sea and valence con-
vALt4 dx (19) to lie in the range 0 IS E 5 0.12, with the most reasonable choice being E = 0.06, which we shall use (solution 3 of Ref.
13).
A striking qualitative conclusion about the parton mechanism responsible for the dimuon events follows immediately from Eqs. (ll)- (12) and Eqs. (17)- (18), namely
Thus charm production by vN comes substantially from valence quarks, whereas charm production by FN comes from the quark-antiquark sea. This property must be inherent in any acceptable charm-changing weak current model that explains the dimuon events. The existence of a quark-antiquark sea is thus directly indicated by the TN dimuon data.
-lOTaking parton distributions from single muon production (with symmetry arguments for the sea), the remaining degree of freedom is the charm production threshold.
In view of the experimental uncertainty in Wth we consider two choices for the lowest charm threshold in our comparisons with data: wth = 4 and 7.5 GeV.
Our evaluations of charm-changing weak current models are carried out within the framework of the quark parton model (QPM), with an SU(3) symmetric sea as in Eq. (16), neglecting charm-anticharm components of the nucleon sea. We treat the charm threshold by a B-function in W, with immediate resumption of Bjorken scaling in x above threshold.
Initially we focus our attention on I*'@-events, which are produced at a much higher rate than likesign dimuons and which have the most direct theoretical interpretation.
GIM CHARM CURRENT
In the original charm quark model of Glashow, Iliopoulos and Maiani (GIM), 3 the weak currents arise from the left-handed doublets (22) where n C = nC -I-AS, AC = AC -nS, C =cosB C, S = sineC and eC is the Cabibbo angle (s in2 ec = 0.05). The production of c ,via Y or c via v, followed by weak decay with the emission of a muon, leads to p',u-final states. In this model the charm production cross sections ~(x, y) = d2a/dxdy for an average nucleon target are u ,"" (X3 Y>/X = NSEA (X) $-NvAL(X) S2 (23) -llufN(x> Y>/X = NSEAtx) (24) in units of G2 ME/r.
All GIM TN p+p-production therefore comes from the sea; this agrees nicely with the x-distribution Eqs. (12) and (21). Taking (i) The turnover of do/dy at small-y is due to the kinematic constraint y(l--x) 2 Wzh/(2ME) .
(ii) The agreement of the GIM model with the TN x-and v-distribution is excellent: the sharpness of the xs. vIs data is correctly reproduced.
(iii) The broadness of the neutrino xVIs distributions is adequately described by the model. The average values of x are < xvIs > = 0.23 I 0.05 (26) < XGIM > = 0.16 .
The valence contribution to Eq. (23) plays an important role. However the shape of the x-vIs distribution suggests that a higher proportion of ,valence contributions would be better.
-12 -(iv) The experimental y;Is distribution tends to rise towards low y, while the predicted GIM y-distribution is flat.
(v) The effects noted above for x and y distributions are also reflected in p and v distributions (see Fig. 2 ).
(vi) For W th = 4 GeV, the spectrum averages of the GIM cross sections for E > 30 GeV relevant to the experimental values in Eqs. (9) and (lo), are (u~/u~)"~ = 0.08 = 0.11 (27) = 0.52
A mean muonic branching ratio of order
is required to agree with experiment Eq. (9). For ahigher Wth, a higher value of B would be necessary. Muonic branching ratios as high as 20%
are now considered to be theoretically acceptable. 14 (vii) Overall, the GIM model is compatible 15 with the p'p-data, but there are hints of disagreement with the ZJN xvIs and yvIs distributions.
The predictions of this and other weak-current models are summarized in Table 2 . Their spectrum averaged cross sections are compared in Table 3 .
VECTORLIKE THEORIES
In order to make the hadronic weak current vectorlike, six kinds of quarks are necessary. The weak current is then constructed from the following weak SU(2) doublets Two versions of vectorlike models have been proposed, which we consider in turn. We shall consistently assume all 71generic-charm1~ c, t, b components in the QPM sea to be negligible in our discussion.
I.
De Rujula, Georgi, and Glashow (DDG)5 take 0~ N -7r/2 and assume charm thresholds WC associated with c-quark production and Wb = Wt > WC associated with t and b-quark production.
For WC < W < Wt charm production involves only the weak current doublets 10
The corresponding charm cross sections are 11
The most dramatic change from the GIM cross sections of Eqs. (23)- (24) 
The most significant addition is the valence contribution to FN, which would leadto < xhs> = < xvAL>. Since this is not the case for the 'GN P'/.Jevents, there is no evidence yet for excitation of the b-quark.
Since the Wdistribution of v -induced ,u+P-events extends up to 13 GeV, the b-quark must be substantially more massive than the c-quark to avoid conflict with this data.
Predictions including b and t quark production at a higher common threshold, In summary, the vectorlike models of the weak current do not conflict with the dimuon data, provided that the masses of some of the quarks are sufficiently high to suppress their excitation in neutrino processes at present energies. Table 2 . Similar sum rules can be written down for a hydrogen target. The sum rules hold even if c, t, b components exist in the sea.
LIXE-SIGN DIMUONS
The p-p-events are produced by neutrinos at -l/10 of the p-p+ rate. (iii) Several new quark types: weak production of a t-quark which then chargeexchanges into a b-quark before weak decay would lead to p-,u-events.
However this mechanism requires a low threshold for b-quark production, which conflicts with observed characteristics of the YN ,LJ'~-distributions.
(iv) Existence of new quarks with charge Q 1 5/3 or Q 5 -4/3.
VECTOR MESON DOMINANCE
In the 'vector meson dominance (VMD) approach, 20-27 charm production occurs through a coupling of the lepton current to charmed vector or axial vector mesons (D*, F*), which interact strongly with the nucleon target through their total cross sections. The dominant contribution in otot at large W comes from the Pomeron exchange term. For F* mesons with cx or hc structure, there are no secondary Regge-pole exchanges and the Pomeron dominates even at small W. For charmed mesons with a p or n quark constituent, however, secondary Regge exchanges are allowed: the usual exoticity rules indicate that these wilt cancel out from otot for 6, n? and p6 mesons, but will contribute positively in the crossed (c;, t;, bp) channels. It is evident from duality diagrams that there is a one-to-one correspondence in quantum numbers and selection rules between the VMD Pomeron and the QPM sea, and between the VMD Regge and the QPM valence contributions. Qualitatively, at least, the VMD approach seems capable of duplicating most QPM results.
-2l-Quantitatively, however, it appears that VMD is not so successful. The fact that the Pomeron x-distribution is broader than the corresponding QPM sea distribution makes the VMD approach much less satisfactory. For example, it is no longer possible to fit the FN x-distribution in any simple way.
No doubt the model could be brought closer to the data by postulating a suitable (arbitrary) Q2 -dependence for aT, but it would then lose predictive power.
We do not pursue the y-dependence here, but it is interesting to note that the VMD Regge terms are by no means compelled to have the same ydependence as QPM valence terms: it all depends on their spin-dependence and on the VN -AN amplitude (uT, us and uint).
-22 -
SINGLE MUON CROSS-SECTIONS
Although the charm production signal is more difficult to isolate experimentally in single muon production, such data nonetheless provide effective constraints on weak current models. In Fig. 11 The energy dependence of < y > CN at small-x may thereby provide a sensitive measure of charm components of the sea.
CONCLUSIONS
The dimuon data provide a clean signal of the production of particles with new quantum numbers. Even with the present limited statistics the /A'P-events provide valuable information about the weak current production mechanism.
Our principal conclusions regarding the ~'JJ-data can be summarized as follows:
(i) The x-distributions are well described by a dominant quark valence contribution for 7 a quark sea for TN events, and vN events.
(ii) The GIM charm quark .modet" is compatible with the data but there are hints of disagreement in the vN x and y distributions that await experimental clarification. New V + A charm currents seem to provide abetter description of the present data.
(iii) For Wth = 4 GeV the GIM scheme requires a mean muonic charm decay branching ratio B = 0.1 and predicts a ~N/VN dimuon production cross section ratio near 4. The DGG scheme with c-quark production requires -3o -TABLE CAPTIONS   Table 1   Table 2   Table 3 Dimuon cross section and average x-,values from the HPWF experiment.
Predictions of weak current models for the vN and 'i;N differential cross sections and for the QPM sum rules. The 3-quark contribution is common to all models. The charm contributions are separated according to c, t, ,b quark thresholds. The c, t, b components of the QPM sea are assumed to be negligible.
Charm production cross sections from theoretical weak current models averaged over the quadrupole triplet spectrum for E > 30 GeV. To compare with the HPWF dimuon experimental results the uc/up ratios should be multiplied by the charm branching ratio into muons (B). Table 4 Comparison of spectrum averaged predictions for (u~~/u& VN with the upper limit of the Serpukhov experiment for E > 10 GeV. 
